I. CONSENT AGENDA

A. Call to Order
B. Sign-up sheet, e-mail distribution list (blind copy), voluntary dues
C. Previous Meeting Minutes and approval
D. Treasurer's Report
E. Legislator reports:
   Assembly (Suzanne LaFrance, John Weddleton)
   Legislators (Senator Natasha Von Imhof, House Chuck Kopp)
>>> Legislative Teleconference Call @ 7:15 (When in session)
F. Anchorage Police Department (Officer Robin Nave)
G. Fire Station 15 local report (Sr. Capt. Brian Partch)
H. Anchorage School Board Update (Starr Marsett)
I. FCC Reports (Bob and Marie Laule)
J. Bayshore Klatt Patrol (Glen Yancha)
K. Office of Mayor Berkowitz (Nancy Burke)

II. Summer review

A. Actions handled by the Board of Directors since the May meeting
   1. Maritime Loop Traffic Control
      A resolution of support was passed at the May 25, 2017 meeting and was executed with the Muni traffic department on May 26th. Results pending.
   2. Resolution of support concerning a rezoning issue on 92nd Ave from Taku Campbell Community Council finalized and sent.
   3. Worked with Community Patrol and MOA Parks over South Anchorage Sports Park gate issue with people driving around the gate. Problem resolved with a boulder placed in the appropriate location. Nighttime gate locking duties turned over to MOA sponsored volunteer group to secure the park each night for the summer.
   4. City Church access issue at 100th. Approached by Assemblyman John Weddleton to assist in figuring out the problem caused by construction work on the
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100th Ave extension. The project was changing over from one contractor to another in preparation of the roundabout being constructed. A solution was found to better the access to City Church. Later construction caused additional issues. A temporary driveway has now been installed for the winter.

5. Bayshore Community patrol reports several garage doors being left open unattended and numerous suspicious vehicles in neighborhoods. The stepped up their efforts and were able to contact the owners of the problems. During the summer at least 4 different bears were also spotted roaming the neighborhood and open doors are inviting. A big thanks to BKCP for all their volunteer efforts.

6. A serious issue with criminal activity centered on the radio towers came to our attention. Criminals were using this as a ‘home base” since its unmanned and on private property. Rising thefts were being partially attributed to this group in our area and Ocean view council area. APD could not enter into the property without owner permission and by the time that was obtained they would be gone. Observations showed they were accessing the property through the sports park. Locking the gates helped. The council stepped in and worked with the property owner, MOA a parks& rec. and APD to find a workable solution to resolve the issue and now APD should have access at any time. The Parks department is looking into additional fencing and current project funding. No new updates to report.

III. OTHER NOTICES OF COMMUNITY INTEREST

The South Anchorage Sports Park is now open with Phase one improvements complete. Try out the new park. The new lighting is also on and should further help to reduce the criminal activity mentioned above plus the illegal drug activity and other activities that were taking place there.

We are thankful to now have a working patrol for the council area. Donations of time or money are appreciated.

IV. ADJOURNMENT

Next scheduled meeting date is November 20, 2017 at the Bayshore Club House. Note that this is a Monday night and not the 4th Thursday as normal. The change is due to the Thanksgiving Day Holiday and an expected tryptophan outbreak.